
EN

GENERAL

Highly qualitative mop for damp cleaning of hard floors. Suitable for the Click'M C 

frame.

- The mop slips onto the frame and magnetically attaches to the plate with one click. 

This ensures a lifelong attachment.

- Quick floor cleaning with a short drying time.   

- Excellent cleaning power with streak-free results.

- Our microfibre is stitched over the edges of the mop to optimize dirt collection and 

maximize cleaning performance.

- Hygienic, hands-free removal of the mop from the frame after use.

- Integrated colour coding ribbons help ensure correct area and surface use.

The Click'M C is a high-quality and innovative flat mop system, with a revolutionary 

magnetic click-fastening. Extra hygienic in use, the mop can be removed from the 

frame without coming into contact with your hands. There are three different mops 

available for the frame, each with four coloured ribbons for efficient use.

Thermoplastic flooring in PVC or vinyl - Linoleum - Flooring covered with a polymer protective film - Rubber flooring - Natural stone, acid sensitive (limestone) - 

Natural stone, non acid sensitive - Ceramic tiles - Flooring in concrete, poly-concrete, unglazed tiles and cement based composite floors - Screeds, epoxy flooring, 

PU flooring and resin based composite floors - Untreated wood floors - Waxed wood floors - Oiled wood floors - Wooden flooring covered with a polymer 

protective film

Suited for

USAGE

1. Wash the mop in the washing machine before the first use. 

2. Slip the mop onto the frame, locking onto the magnets by pushing down on the handle.

3. Will clean 40-70m² floor area (normal soil).  

4. Remove the mop after use by simply releasing the clip with your foot.

5. Machine-wash the mop before the next use.

Machine wash, 90 °C Do not bleach Tumble dry, low heat (60 

°C)

Do not iron Wash without fabric 

softener

Click'M C Twist Mop - 50 cm - 5 pack
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EN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions product (WxHxD) 50 x 1 x 16 cm

Content: 5 pieces

Colour: Green

Weight: ± 165 g

Material: 50% microfibre & 50% polyester

LOGISTIC DATA

Product

Article

Unit

Dimensions

Gross weight

Net weight

EAN code

3391651

Parcel

54 x 6 x 16 cm

850 g

825 g

8716254006409

Packing

Quantity per packing

Dimensions

Gross weight

EAN code

10

55 x 35 x 29 cm

9700 g

8716254006416
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